YAP immunoreactivity is directly related to pilomatrixoma size and proliferation rate.
Organ size regulation is a highly coordinated process involving complex mechanisms. Yes-associated protein (YAP) and transcriptional co-activator with PDZ-binding motif, also known as WWTR1 (TAZ) have recently been linked to organ size determination and cell proliferation. Pilomatrixoma (PM) is a benign tumor of the adnexal appendages with a certain degree of differentiation toward the matrix of the hair follicle. PM presents as a dermal nodule that usually ranges from 0.5 to 2 cm, rarely exceeding 3 cm. We recently observed a case of unusual "giant" (6.5 cm) PM. Our hypothesis was that YAP and TAZ could be related to PM growth. We analyzed YAP and TAZ immunohistochemical expression in the giant and in ten usual size PMs in relation with tumor size and proliferation rate. YAP nuclear expression was remarkably higher in the giant PM in comparison with usual size PMs and statistically correlated, in a direct manner, with size and proliferation rate of PMs. Contrariwise, TAZ nuclear expression seemed stochastic. Our findings suggest that YAP could play a role in PM growth.